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Introduction

Banks play an important role in the economy as they operate the 
payment system, are the major source of  credit for large swathes 
of  the economy, and (usually) act as a safe haven for depositors’ 
funds. They also encompasses the provision of  banking and fi-
nancial products to consumers and small businesses. In doing so, 
banks are highly dependent on interest rates, fees and proprietary 
products.

From the financial crisis onward [1, 2], the time for banks to 
change was accelerated because of  compliance issues - i.e. the 
second EU Payment Services Directive (PSD 2) [3]; technological 
innovations-including the rapid proliferation of  technologies like 
smartphones, artificial intelligence, and big data analytics-; new 
competitors-financial technology startups (FinTech); and changes 
in customer’s attitudes and behaviors. This context makes it easier 
for technology start-ups to enter the financial services industry 
and offer products and services directly to consumers and busi-
nesses, including incumbent financial institutions.

FinTech is a word incorporating many different business and eco-

nomic realities. They all have different competitive landscapes, reg-
ulatory framework, and development paces. And things are again 
different by countries, depending in each case of  local situations 
potentially leading to very different approaches for the same busi-
ness. Main FinTech fields of  development are payments, where 
there are the most of  players especially in mobile transfers; alter-
native lending and funding, such as crowd funding, social media 
and automated matching platforms which gain their momentum 
in financing small and medium enterprises as well as individuals. 
There is also the automated financial advice (robo-advisor), which 
has been invented to take care of  low income clients, but it is 
ready to expand to high net worth individuals as well. Given that, 
it is essential for banks to understand that the pace of  changes in 
financial services seems only to be increasing-as does the urge for 
the industry to react, because new technologies and competitors 
seem to be and stay in the market to disrupt the retail financial 
service value chain, and then change its competitive arena.

The digital vortex is the inevitable movement of  industries toward 
a digital center in which business models, offerings, and value 
chains are digitized to the maximum extent possible, also creating 
new disruptions, and blurring the lines between industries. This 
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Abstract

One of  the main changes in the industry is becoming digitalization which is witnessing a profound transformation to the 
banking system. Digitalization offers new opportunities for banks to place the customer at the center of  the development 
process. New technologies seem to be and stay in the market to disrupt the retail financial service value chain, as well as 
introducing new players into the competitive arena. Incumbents and new comers have innovative levers to adopt. The 
forces shaping these changes have led the industry to reconsider the role of  banking and finance, more as an “enabler” than 
a provider of  products and services. The article aims at defining digital transformation in the banking industry, outlining 
what banks and FinTech companies are both developing in the market, and also pointing out that it is not going to be the 
technology itself  that will be the disruptor of  the banking industry, but rather how firm deploys the technology that will 
cause the disruption.

Keywords: Digitalization; Digital Transformation; FinTech; Retail Banking; Business Model; Incumbents; Innovation.
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can be done easily because the components of  the Internet revo-
lution are “just bits”, which become software, protocols, languag-
es, and capabilities that can be combined and recombined in ways 
to create totally new innovations. These immaterial components 
make simple to spread them around the world, and so develop 
a huge number of  innovations. The most successful disruptors 
employ “combinatorial disruption,” in which multiple sources of  
value-cost, experience, and platform-are fused to create disruptive 
new business models and exponential gains [4].

The forces shaping these changes have led the industry to recon-
sider the role of  banking and finance, more as an “enabler” than 
a provider of  products and services.

The specific concern of  the article is to outline the main aspects 
regarding the digital transformation in the banking industry, and 
then move on trying to understand its main consequences for 
banks besides the entrance of  FinTech and the evolution of  a 
new wave of  competition in the market. Paragraph 2 describes the 
meaning and main impacts of  digitalization in banks; paragraph 
3 outlines the idea of  reshaping the banking industry. And in the 
conclusion paragraph is outlined the priorities for a bank to take 
care to face this new environment.

The Wave of  Digitalization in Banks

Digitalization is changing the rules of  the game in many indus-
tries through possible disruptions of  business models, and this 
results in the emergence of  a much more complex and dynamic 
ecosystem for growth and innovation [5]. The digital infrastruc-
ture has accelerated the emergence of  new technologies-social 
media, cloud computing, analytics and big data, wearable devices, 
3D printing, and intelligent autonomous systems, to name some 
recent ones-that enable transformations in the way we live and 
work, how companies organize, as well as the structure of  entire 
industries [6-8] (See Box 1).

New entrants-known as FinTech companies-have entered the 
bank market by selling payments, in particular a number of  them 
are targeting the emerging mobile payments market, personal 
lending, general insurance, and more recently financial advisory 
which have historically been regarded as a more complex service.

As shown in Figure 1, they have targeted the three main retail 

banking areas, where it is possible to work at reducing the gap 
between customer’s satisfaction and expectations. In doing so, 
they have started looking for and leveraging the relationship with 
customers by developing their business models on the following 
main characteristics:

- Simplicity;
- Transparency;
- Ease of  customer acquisition;
- Ease of  distribution and commercial attractiveness; and
- Specialization.

All of  this above refers to the perceived idea that some financial 
services (such as payments, lending, and insurance) can be con-
sidered a kind of  commoditized products, where the customer’s 
purchasing decision is mostly driven by price. Despite traditional 
banks, FinTech companies share many of  the same attributes, in 
terms of  being young, aspirational, visionary and capable. They 
are also freed from the constraints of  legacy technology, and 
highly specialized. They are backed by rising levels of  venture 
capital flooding into this sector (See Figure 2).

All this makes them to be able to redefine the way customers do 
banking, and also raising their expectations for traditional banks 
in the process. In particular:

The perceived advantages of  FinTech firms extend far beyond 
their ability to innovate and move quickly. From the custom-
ers’ perspective, FinTech firms have value in being easy to use 
(81.9%), offering faster service (81.4%), and providing a good 
experience (79.6%) [12].

According to Capgemini (2016), globally, nearly two-thirds of  
customers (63.1%) use products or services offered by FinTech 
firms.

Penetration is highest in the emerging markets. In Latin America, 
77.4% use Fintech products or services, followed by Central Eu-
rope at 68.9% and Middle East and Africa at 63.3% [12].

This happens because customers in emerging markets find in Fin-
Tech the way to financial inclusion, likely reflecting gaps in servic-
es provided by traditional banks. The same report also highlights 
the fact that younger customers are more likely to turn to Fintech 

Digitalization refers to the practice of  taking processes, content or objects that used to be primarily 
(or entirely) physical or analog and transforming them to be primarily (or entirely) digital. The effect 
of  digitizing processes, aside from potential efficiency gains, is to make processes more tailorable and 
malleable. The advantageous effects of  digitized content (images, video, and text) are well known. 
They include the ability to make unlimited perfect copies; dramatic cost reductions for content stor-
age, duplication, and transmission; enhanced ability to search, analyze, correct, and improve content 
(Negroponte 1995). Perhaps more profoundly, digitizing content breaks the historically tight coupling 
between information types and their respective devices, storage media, and transmission formats, re-
sulting in digital convergence (Tilson et al. 2010). Digitizing (or digitally infusing) objects gives them 
new properties-programmability, addressability, communicability, memorability, sensibility, traceability, 
and associability-that together make digital products (like digital processes) highly malleable, and also 
opens up large new domains of  potential functionality (Yoo, 2009).

Box 1 -Digitization [9].
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firms, but the appeal of  Fintech is expected to intensify among 
customers of  all ages.

These companies can be described as:

A dynamic segment at the intersection of  the financial services 
and technology sectors where technology-focused start-ups and 
new market entrants innovate the products and services currently 
provided by the traditional financial services industry [13].

A portmanteau of  financial technology that describes an emerg-
ing financial services sector in the 21st century. Originally, the term 
applied to technology applied to the back-end of  established con-
sumer and trade financial institutions. Since the end of  the first 
decade of  the 21st century, the term has expanded to include any 
technological innovation in the financial sector, including innova-
tions in financial literacy and education, retail banking, investment 
and even crypto-currencies like bitcoin [14].

A part of  the answer to the fundamental questions facing our 
economies: lack of  productivity and rising inequalities. That is 
why regulation is generally supporting opening up market access 
by introducing legal certainty to previously unregulated services. 
For example, the revised Payment Services Directive (in Europe) 
is expanding the list of  activities that payment service providers 
can carry out to include the initiation of  payments and account 
information services [15].

With their entrance in the market, this has matured and moved 
on. As a consequence, it has being re-shaped (disrupted and in 
many cases stimulated) by a number of  trends, which can be con-
sidered both opportunities and threats to traditional banks.

For a long time, retail banking has been a kind of  oligopoly mar-
ket and in their article, Gardener, Howcroft, and Williams (1999) 
put it this way [16]:

Figure 1. Customer segments and products of  leading financial-technology companies 2015 (% of  total) [10].
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Figure 2. FinTech investment dollars and deals (2009-2016) [11].
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There was a great deal of  similarity between the market players, 
which resulted in competitors introducing similar, if  not identical, 
competitive strategies. Financial product innovations were also 
quickly replicated with a corresponding reduction in the initial in-
novator’s reward. These strategic considerations, compounded by 
a herd mentality, were responsible for the clearing banks duplicat-
ing each other’s services. An exceedingly wide and diverse range 
of  identical products was offered by each bank with the result 
that management in retail banking became correspondingly more 
complicated and less cost-effective.

With this in mind, according to Lautenschläger speech (2017) [17]:

Banks have to deal with both kinds of  change: the ordinary and 
the extraordinary. They have to find their way in a digital world; 
they have to adhere to stricter rules and make the best out of  very 
low interest rates.

In future, the main factors to stay competitive in the market will 
depend greatly on the visions and strategies banks develop and 
implement.

As new entrants are putting pressure on banks’ margins in vari-
ous products [18], they have started rethinking the way they do 
business. There is, of  course, significant variation among banks 
in reacting to digital disruption Globally, more innovative incum-
bent banks and financial institutions are moving rapidly to em-
brace digital. Most of  them have invested heavily in transaction 
migration. They have also significantly upgraded web and mobile 
technologies and created innovation and testing centers, both in-
house (i.e. JP Morgan) and through an innovation division sepa-
rate from the broader business (i.e. Citi Fintech).

Some other banks have decided in developing new products 
(some of  them new FinTech products in end-to-end digital bank-
ing, digital investment services, electronic trading, and online cash 
management); while others are also collaborating with FinTech to 
improve their consumer offerings. This is the case of  JPMorgan 
with OnDeck - which is a lending platform for small and medium 
enterprises that is able to process loans in just a day -; Roostify – 
which is a mortgage process provider that makes the online lend-
ing process faster, less costly, and more transparent for everyone 
involved -; and Symphony - which is a solution provider for sales 
and trading, operations, etc.

There are many other leading banks, among the most ranked at 

the upper stage of  digital transformation, and the list includes 
Banco Santander, Bank of  America, Barclays, BBVA, BNP Parib-
as, Citi, HSBC, RBS, Société Générale, UniCredit and Wells Fargo. 
Finally, it is interesting to outline the following common forecast 
[19]:

By 2018, banks in Scandinavia, the United Kingdom, and Western 
Europe are forecast to have half  or more of  new inflow revenue 
in most products coming from digital sales. Those in the United 
States are expected to trail them but are still forecast to see signifi-
cant new inflow revenue come from digital. Among bank prod-
ucts, savings and term deposits, as well as bank services to small 
and midsize enterprises, are expected to see more than half  of  
new inflow revenue coming from digital by 2018 (See Figure 3).

All this above seems turning everything to the power of  the in-
cumbents, which need to look for a response, both at the individ-
ual level and as a system. Infect it is urgent for them to counteract 
the digital revolution because the way customers do their banking 
have drastically changed:

Retail customers now expect to be able to integrate e-commerce, 
social media and retail payments. They also expect to be able to 
switch seamlessly across digital platforms. These are not areas of  
strength for many banks; given their heavier compliance obliga-
tions, banks have traditionally invested more in security and resil-
ience of  their systems rather than optimizing the user experience 
[20].

Even though everything seems to go digital, it must be said that 
any initiative where the technology is the first item on the manag-
ers’ agenda will not be a disruptor unless new technologies will 
change their business; it will merely be an upgrade to existing 
methods.

Most banks are bogged down by aging technology and siloed 
businesses, making it difficult for them to move with speed and 
agility. But, consumers’ behavior is changing dramatically, and all 
this has important impacts primary on the bank distribution and 
sales strategies. In particular, these impacts regard:

1. A significant shift from branch dependence to digital prefer-
ence;
2. A redefinition of  the drivers of  bank consideration and pur-
chase;
3. An increase in demand for digital account opening [21].

Figure 3. Digital innovation in banking offers potential rewards and losses [19].
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Under these circumstances the underlying principles of  strategy 
are enduring, regardless of  technology or the pace of  change, so 
every bank must start a process of  change looking at the business 
model first, and return to customers “as individuals and human 
being” as a second step [22].

Given that, there are multiple challenges in incorporating innova-
tion into banks’ organizations, including aligning innovation with 
strategic priorities, building capabilities to ensure agile develop-
ment and prototyping, as well as commercializing solutions.

Digital Transformation: How is the Bank Busi-
ness going to be Reshaped?

Digital transformation is not really a pure technological revolu-
tion. Indeed, it is the driving force of  the third industrial revolu-
tion which concerns the development of  new information and 
communication technologies, where the increased usage of  digital 
devices and digital platforms are transforming the way custom-
ers do banking, change market expectations, and transform the 
model of  financial intermediation as well.

Digitization of  products, services, and business processes allow 
disruptive players to deliver the same value a traditional competi-
tor provides-and even augment it-without having to reproduce 
the conventional value chain. In fact, that is the objective of  digital 
disruption: to provide superior value to the end customer-either 
a consumer or another business-while avoiding the capital invest-
ments, regulatory requirements, and other impediments of  en-
cumbered incumbents with a new and different business model.

We also see this dynamic in the way FinTech startups are dis-
rupting banks by unbundling their products and services-seizing a 
share of  their most profitable business, while avoiding the barri-
ers to entry that come with being a full-service bank.

This underlines that the evolution of  relatively inexpensive plat-
forms, which can disseminate content on a broader level, is mak-
ing the content as valuable as it ever was. And this happens against 
any idea of  an increased commodized financial range of  services. 
Even though the competition is pushing the prices down to a 
given level that approximates zero, this is not something that the 
content producers necessarily embrace, but they are forced to be 
into it by the nature of  the technological change, and overall be-
cause of  the many computer-mediated transactions. This means 
that banks have to grasp the economic implications of  cheap and 
ubiquitous information on and about their core business. They 
have to start gaining a keener understanding of  the potential for 
technology to reconfigure their industry.

In our opinion, all this starts from the service dominant approach, 
because banks have to compete through service not with servic-
es. The last statement is about more than adding value to bank 
products. It has to do with the entire organization viewing and 
approaching both itself  and the market with a service dominant 
logic, and paying more attention on the fact that people do not 
buy what you sell; they buy what you stand for, and because of  
that every bank and FinTech company are “in the business of  
being chosen”[22].

Said that, the key factors useful to start developing an idea of  the 

banking of  tomorrow are the followings:

- Banks sell services, and most of  them are characterized by high 
credence qualities and they are highly contextual;
- Some of  these services may involve perceived high-risk ex-
change encounters;
- They are most based on professional capability; and
- In a context of  professional services, professionals are responsi-
ble for the delivery of  such services, which is their primary com-
mitment toward the customer.

At this stage, there are three main factors for a bank to consider in 
its vision and strategy, and they are: technology, content and trust.
Internet and its evolution seem to make banks inevitably become 
victims of  disintermediation as more activities become available 
online. Technology also started breaking up value chains, and 
strategists could no longer take their value chains as a given: they 
had to make hard choices about which pieces to protect, which to 
abandon. But on this hand the picture is not necessary completely 
bleak for banks. They perform several functions, and not all of  
them will be affected by computer networks (i.e. their safe deposit 
business, where new entrants were less interested in offering them 
at the beginning).

Content is the value to be transferred and be protected in terms 
of  competences developed so far and rooted in the long-lasting 
bank-customer relationships as well.

Finally there is trust, which is the glue of  every relationship, es-
pecially for many financial services, that are credential goods and 
fiduciary based (such as advisory service, insurance, etc.).

The future of  banking is going to be between a host of  new digital 
players, where the value added - they deliver - regards the technol-
ogy driven process which makes faster, more efficient and trans-
parent the delivery of  many financial services (payment, lending, 
insurance, etc.). And in these group there are companies - pure 
FinTech - which have names like Zopa, Smartypig, MoneyFarm, 
Nutmeg, Betterment, etc. On the other hand there are new banks, 
which were born from scratch, like Atom, Starling, Monzo in the 
UK. There are also few large banks who find it hard to change, 
but are adapting as fast as they can their digital transformation. 
And finally, there are small banks and cooperative ones, which are 
still working on their recovering from the financial crisis before 
facing the challenge of  their digital business transformation.

Conclusion

Staying competitive in the future will depend greatly on the deci-
sions banks make today. Events of  the past few years have shown 
the price that they might have to pay for poor strategic decisions 
or from the adoption of  similar business models in the retail bank-
ing industry. Given that the problem with innovation is that it is 
unpredictable in terms of  timing, scale and consequences, also the 
future of  banking expects the landscape to be shaped strongly by 
both digital technology and non-traditional competitors.

The big difference between the evolution of  Internet during the 
90’s and the digital transformation, at present, regards the fact 
that digital has been dramatically reshaping how people bank 
since the evolution of  mobile has entered the market, and where 
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software and Internet connectivity have become the rules for de-
veloping platforms and digital ecosystems. Platform are a kind of  
a plug-and-play business model that allows multiple participants 
(producers and consumers) to connect to it, interact with each 
other, and create and exchange value.

The more user-friendly features they have the more they develop 
in the market, especially if  they can increase interaction and per-
sonalization which are increasing demanded by the market. All 
that is transforming the traditional model of  face-to face interac-
tion with important consequences on authentication, assistance, 
contents to deliver, a new role on the advice side. On the other 
hand there is a completely new approach towards data, given the 
new model of  interaction between providers and consumers. The 
iPhone, for example, is a key platform on which that app ecosys-
tem operates. There is every reason to expect financial services to 
make a similar transition to an increasingly interconnected digital 
world.

It is true that as products and services increasingly have embed-
ded digital technologies, it is becoming more difficult to disentan-
gle business processes from their underlying IT infrastructures. 
Digital platforms are enabling crossboundary industry disruptions 
[23], thus inducing new forms of  business strategies (e.g., [24]).

Also FinTech companies have a tremendous potential to revolu-
tionize access to financial services, improve the functioning of  
the financial system, and promote economic growth, but, at the 
moment, we think they are far from the talk of  “disruption”. And, 
this is because more often than not, there is a banking organiza-
tion somewhere in the FinTech stack, and is also worth outlining 
that (2016) [25]:

In the US and Europe, only a very small fraction of  the current 
consumer banking wallet has been disrupted by FinTech so far. 
However, this is likely to rise. Greg Baxter, Citi's Global Head 
of  Digital Strategy, notes that we are not even at "the end of  the 
beginning" of  the consumer disruption cycle in Western Europe 
and the US. Greg's team estimates that currently only about 1% of  
North American consumer banking revenue has migrated to new 
digital business models (either at new entrants or incumbents) but 
that this will increase to about 10% by 2020 and 17% by 2023. 
We are in the early stages of  the US and European consumer 
banking disruption cycle, therefore we note that this estimate is 
subject to considerable forecast risk. However, an open question 
remains as to whether incumbent banks in the US and Europe 
can embrace innovation, before FinTech competitors gain scale 
and distribution.

All this makes a bank to consider its moving from facing the new 
competition to developing new forms of  collaboration. And this 
is because, as third-party application developers rely on smart-
phone sensors, processors, and interfaces, FinTech developers 
need banks somewhere in the stack for such things as:

(a) access to consumer deposits or related account data;
(b) access to payment systems;
(c) credit origination; or
(d) compliance management.

Given that, the main issue to participate in a given value network 
reside dynamically within the control points of  the chains, where 

there are the positions of  greatest value and/or power. The banks 
or the companies that hold these positions have a great deal of  
control over how the network operates and how the benefits are 
redistributed.

Finally, we think banks may need to reconsider their standard 
practice of  offering the full range of  banking products. Because it 
is not going to be the technology itself  that will be the disruptor, 
but rather how firm deploys the technology that will cause the 
disruption.
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